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Virtual; 7:30PM 

For more information: http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/openight/opennite.html 
 

 
Michael Zingale 

 
“When Asteroids Attach” 

 
Over Almost a decade ago, a meteor blast over Russia caused a lot of damage and even some injuries. Where did 
it come from? And what dangers lie ahead? In this talk we will talk about the origin of asteroids and comets---
the leftover debris from the formation of the solar system, and what they tell us about the solar system. We'll 
explore the history of impacts on the planets (including earth) and discuss the dangers of, and potential 
solutions to, a future terrestrial impact. 

Prof. Zingale is an Associate Professor of Astronomy in Stony Brook's department of Physics and Astronomy. He 
joined the Department in 2006, coming most recently from a postdoctoral position at the University of California 
at Santa Cruz. His research is in modeling stellar explosions and the basic physics therein, and developing 
algorithms for performing supercomputer simulations of astrophysical fluid flow. 

Register here for the zoom presentation:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfYIufW8wV9NZJQELSHec9008anWu4qdcVxVj94zE5bhV2MVQ/vie
wform?fbzx=1339757450909710837 

Or visit the following website: http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/opennight/ and click on the registration link there. 

 

Please note that all lectures for Spring 2021 will be delivered via ZOOM. Please visit the new 

Open Night Website at: https://you.stonybrook.edu/opennights/news/  and click on the respective 

links below each Open Night Event for more information on how to join or register. 
 

 

NYS teachers who wish to receive CTLE credit for any of these lectures must do both of the follow: 
 

• Register within one week of the event:  https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdAufjveLIXG_-
3T1ehnXOAvnAPwVMvx53NoHjyzishIwiyYA/viewform 
 

• Sign the attendance sheet at the event (if in person) OR email the coordinator of the event with your 
name stating that you attended (for virtual events). 
 

The Graduate School will send a CTLE certificate about six weeks after each lecture. 
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